Looking for event ideas to top the rest? Try our performing bird shows! You’ll receive positive comments for months. Excellent for Scouts, church groups (VBS, St. Francis of Assasi, Bible study of birds in the Bible, etc.), classroom or full school assemblies, retirement homes, luaus, bird-day parties and libraries.

Rainforest education is vital as it teaches us about animals, plants, people, and their important connections to our survivability. Programs cost between $215-$625. Assemblies with curriculum tie-ins OR over 200 people $650; second assembly immediately following $150 extra. Travel charges apply if over 25 miles. For RETIREMENT HOMES we suggest “Rare Jewels of the Rainforests” with our most popular birds.

### Nature’s Rainbow
This program is a wonderful introduction to the beauty of nature and the bird world. Perfect for preschools, nursing homes, assisted living. Retirement homes 1-hour program.

**Duration 30-40 minutes**
**Price $225 for 6 birds**

### Rare Jewels of Rainforests
Endangered parrots (the largest and smallest species) do natural behaviors, a talking and/or singing parrot, & a surprise bird - nine birds total. Plus the largest type of owl in the world. Very memorable and educational!

**Duration 45 minutes**
**Price $265**

### Owl Prowl
1-2 live Eurasian eagle-owls and a PowerPoint of native owls with fascinating vocalizations. Grasp owls’ hunting skills, eyesight, incredible hearing & more. Witness a fly-over near the end of the program.

**Duration 45-55 minutes**
**Price $225; 2nd Owl $35 more**

### Let’s Get Growing
Yvonne’s horticultural & tropical fieldwork make a fascinating plant seminar on growing cactus, tropical, & aquatics; organic vs chemicals; how to turn a white orchid purple. All ‘leaf’ with a plant to root in water.

**Duration 60 minutes**
**Price $215**

### Awesome Birds
Nine birds do natural behaviors plus tricks (roller skate, ride a bicycle, play basketball), talk and/or sing. Our #1 program with lots of audience participation. Includes the huge eagle-owl.

**Duration 35-45 minutes**
**Price $375**

### Birds of Faith
A Bible Study of birds in the Bible. Someone reads avian scriptures; after each scripture 10 birds do their routines. This includes lots of tricks, and birds that talk and sing. This program brings hope

**Duration 60 minutes**
**Price $625**

https://www.wingsofloveinc.org